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Since the birth of Chucks, Converse shoes has produced tennis, cleated and running shoe lines as
well as a full line of basketball footwear. Over time Converse shoes developed a line of skateboard
shoes, as it entered the skate market. Today Converse shoes enjoys worldwide recognition and is
highly regarded as a manufacturer of superior athletic footwear. Converse shoes has also been, and
continues to be, strongly involved in the street-fashion and music markets as it associates its
heritage and originality with innovative ideas.

If you are a serious basket ball player then you will know that the All Star shoes are synonymous
with basket ball. The All Star shoe was first created in 1917 and after years of changes and adding
new colours, today the converse all star double upper hi basket ball shoes come with a classic
heritage which transcends in to the trendy. With a range of hip colours and double eyelets, try to
lace up with two different coloured laces! Made from classic canvas upper, the shoe comes with a
smooth rubber toe cap and a flexible double tongue and flexible double heel. Be the first to wear
them and be spotted in these cool, hip and classic converse basket ball shoes! Made from classic
canvas upper, the shoe comes with a smooth rubber toe cap and a flexible double tongue and
flexible double heel. Be the first to wear them and be spotted in these cool, hip and classic converse
basket ball shoes!

Over the years, Converse has created collections in Sports Performance, Sports Lifestyle and
Sports Classics. Converse Sports Performance collection began with the love of basketball itself
and features the most popular and storied basketball shoes of all time including the Converse
Chuck Taylor All Star shoe. From sport style to everyday lifestyle, the Converse Sports Lifestyle
collection gives originality and self expression to those who wear them. Sports Lifestyle shoes
feature street-style and casual footwear inspired by court, track and tennis athletic shoes. Converse
shoes collection combines creative, original ideas with new materials, colors, prints and special
features allowing the world to enjoy updated favorites like the Converse Chuck Taylor All Star and
the Converse Jack Purcell.

Converse shoes is a leading global designer, manufacturer and marketer of high quality athletic
footwear for men, women and children. The company is also a global licensor of sports apparel,
accessories and selected footwear. The company's products are distributed in over 90 countries to
stores which include fashion, speciality athletic, sporting goods, department and shoe stores.
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With much more information about a Converse Shoes, pay a visit at our online store where you can
buy it with high satisfaction.
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